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The door of a dry-cleaner-size storefront in an
industrial park in Wareham, Massachusetts, an
hour south of Boston, might not look like a portal to
the future of American manufacturing, but it is. This
is the headquarters of Local Motors, the first open
source car company to reach production. Step
inside and the office reveals itself as a mind-
blowing example of the power of micro-factories.

In June, Local Motors will officially release the Rally
Fighter, a $50,000 off-road (but street-legal) racer.
The design was crowdsourced, as was the
selection of mostly off-the-shelf components, and
the final assembly will be done by the customers
themselves in local assembly centers as part of a
“build experience.” Several more designs are in the
pipeline, and the company says it can take a new
vehicle from sketch to market in 18 months, about
the time it takes Detroit to change the specs on
some door trim. Each design is released under a
share-friendly Creative Commons license, and
customers are encouraged to enhance the designs
and produce their own components that they can
sell to their peers.

The Rally Fighter was prototyped in the workshop
at the back of the Wareham office, but manufacturing muscle also came from Factory Five Racing, a kit-
car company and Local Motors investor located just down the road. Of course, the kit-car business has
been around for decades, standing as a proof of concept for how small manufacturing can work in the
car industry. Kit cars combine hand-welded steel tube chassis and fiberglass bodies with stock engines
and accessories. Amateurs assemble the cars at their homes, which exempts the vehicles from many
regulatory restrictions (similar to home-built experimental aircraft). Factory Five has sold about 8,000 kits
to date.

One problem with the kit-car business, though, is that the vehicles are typically modeled after famous
racing and sports cars, making lawsuits and license fees a constant burden. This makes it hard to profit
and limits the industry’s growth, even in the face of the DIY boom.
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Jay Rogers, CEO of Local Motors, saw a way around this. His company opted for totally original designs:
They don’t evoke classic cars but rather reimagine what a car can be. The Rally Fighter’s body was
designed by Local Motors’ community of volunteers and puts the lie to the notion that you can’t create
anything good by committee (so long as the community is well managed, well led, and well equipped
with tools like 3-D design software and photorealistic rendering technology). The result is a car that puts
Detroit to shame.

It is, first of all, incredibly cool-looking — a cross between a Baja racer and a P-51 Mustang fighter plane.
Given its community provenance, one might have expected something more like a platypus. But this
process was no politburo. Instead, it was a competition. The winner was Sangho Kim, a 30-year-old
graphic artist and student at the Art Center College of Design in Pasadena, California. When Local
Motors asked its community to submit ideas for next-gen vehicles, Kim’s sketches and renderings
captivated the crowd. There wasn’t supposed to be a prize, but the company gave Kim $10,000 anyway.
As the community coalesced around his Rally Fighter, members competed to develop secondary parts,
from the side vents to the light bar. Some were designers, some engineers, and others just car
hobbyists. But what they had in common was a refusal to design just another car, compromised by
mass-market needs and convention. They wanted to make something original — a fantasy car come to
life.

While the community crafted the exterior, Local Motors designed or selected the chassis, engine, and
transmission thanks to relationships with companies like Penske Automotive Group, which helped the
firm source everything from dashboard dials to the new BMW clean diesel engine the Rally Fighter will
use. This combination — have the pros handle the elements that are critical to performance, safety, and
manufacturability while the community designs the parts that give the car its shape and style — allows
crowdsourcing to work even for a product whose use has life-and-death implications.

Local Motors plans to release between 500 and 2,000 units of each model. It’s a niche vehicle; it won’t
compete with the major automakers but rather fill in the gaps in the marketplace for unique designs.
Rogers uses the analogy of a jar of marbles, each of which represents a vehicle from a major
automaker. In between the marbles is empty space, space that can be filled with grains of sand — and
those grains are Local Motors cars.

Local Motors has just 10 full-time employees (that number will grow to more than 50 as it opens build
centers, the first of which will be in Phoenix), holds almost no inventory, and purchases components and
prepares kits only after buyers have made a down payment and reserved a build date.
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Local Motors CEO Jay Rogers combined the power of crowd sourced design and professional experience to develop the Rally
Fighter.
Photo: Adrian Gaut

Rogers was practically destined for his job. His grandfather Ralph Rogers bought the Indian Motorcycle
Company in 1945. When the light Triumph motorcycles began entering the US after World War II, the
senior Rogers recognized that his market-leading Chief, a big road workhorse, was uncompetitive. The
solution was to make a new light engine so Indian could produce its own cheap, nimble bikes. He went
bust trying to develop the motor. It was just too hard to change direction — and eventually he lost the
business.

Today, Rogers’ grandson intends to do something even more radical — create a whole new way of
making cars — on a shoestring budget. His company has raised roughly $7 million, and he thinks that’s
enough to take it to profitability. The difference between now and then? “They didn’t have resources back
then to enter the market, because the manufacturing process was so tightly held,” he says. What’s
changed is that the supply chain is opening to the little guys.

The 36-year-old Rogers favors military-style flight suits, an echo of his time as a captain in the Marines,
including action in Iraq, and he boasts both a Harvard MBA and a stint as an entrepreneur in China.

While at Harvard, Rogers saw a presentation on Threadless, the open-design T-shirt company, which
showed him the power of crowdsourcing. Cars are more complicated than T-shirts, but in both cases
there are far more people who can design them than are currently paid to do so — Rogers estimates
that less than 30 percent of car design students get jobs at auto companies upon graduation. The rest
become frustrated car designers, exactly the pool of talent that might respond to a well-organized vehicle
design competition and community. Today, the Local Motors Web site has around 5,000 members.
That’s a 500-to-1 ratio of volunteer contributors to employees. This is how industries are reinvented.

Here’s the history of two decades in one sentence: If the past 10 years have been about discovering
post-institutional social models on the Web, then the next 10 years will be about applying them to the
real world.

This story is about the next 10 years.

Transformative change happens when industries democratize, when they’re ripped from the sole domain
of companies, governments, and other institutions and handed over to regular folks. The Internet
democratized publishing, broadcasting, and communications, and the consequence was a massive
increase in the range of both participation and participants in everything digital — the long tail of bits.

Now the same is happening to manufacturing — the long tail of things.

The tools of factory production, from electronics assembly to 3-D printing, are now available to
individuals, in batches as small as a single unit. Anybody with an idea and a little expertise can set
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Mark Hatch (standing center) and Jim Newton (far left, glasses) of Tech Shop, where members pay for access to sophisticated
prototyping tools. 

assembly lines in China into motion with nothing more than some keystrokes on their laptop. A few days
later, a prototype will be at their door, and once it all checks out, they can push a few more buttons and
be in full production, making hundreds, thousands, or more. They can become a virtual micro-factory,
able to design and sell goods without any infrastructure or even inventory; products can be assembled
and drop-shipped by contractors who serve hundreds of such customers simultaneously.

Today, micro-factories make everything from cars to bike components to bespoke furniture in any design
you can imagine. The collective potential of a million garage tinkerers is about to be unleashed on the
global markets, as ideas go straight into production, no financing or tooling required. “Three guys with
laptops” used to describe a Web startup. Now it describes a hardware company, too.

“Hardware is becoming much more like software,” as MIT professor Eric von Hippel puts it. That’s not
just because there’s so much software in hardware these days, with products becoming little more than
intellectual property wrapped in commodity materials, whether it’s the code that drives the off-the-shelf
chips in gadgets or the 3-D design files that drive manufacturing. It’s also because of the availability of
common platforms, easy-to-use tools, Web-based collaboration, and Internet distribution.

We’ve seen this picture before: It’s what happens just before monolithic industries fragment in the face of
countless small entrants, from the music industry to newspapers. Lower the barriers to entry and the
crowd pours in.

The academic way to put this is that global supply chains have become scale-free, able to serve the
small as well as the large, the garage inventor and Sony. This change is driven by two forces. First, the
explosion in cheap and powerful prototyping tools, which have become easier to use by non-engineers.
And second, the economic crisis has triggered an extraordinary shift in the business practices of (mostly)
Chinese factories, which have become increasingly flexible, Web-centric, and open to custom work
(where the volumes are lower but the margins higher).

The result has allowed online innovation to extend to the real world. As Cory Doctorow puts it in his new
book, Makers, “The days of companies with names like ‘General Electric’ and ‘General Mills’ and
‘General Motors’ are over. The money on the table is like krill: a billion little entrepreneurial opportunities
that can be discovered and exploited by smart, creative people.”

A garage renaissance is spilling over into such phenomena as the booming Maker Faires and local
“hackerspaces.” Peer production, open source, crowdsourcing, user-generated content — all these
digital trends have begun to play out in the world of atoms, too. The Web was just the proof of concept.
Now the revolution hits the real world.

In short, atoms are the new bits.

http://web.mit.edu/evhippel/www/
http://craphound.com/makers/
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It all starts with the tools. in a converted brewery in Brooklyn, Bre Pettis and his team of hardware
engineers are making the first sub-$1,000 3-D printer, the open source MakerBot. Rather than squirting
out ink, this printer builds up objects by squeezing out a 0.33-mm-thick thread of molten ABS plastic.
Five years ago, you couldn’t get anything like this for less than $125,000.

During a visit in late November, 100 boxes containing the ninth batch of MakerBots are lined up and
ready to go out the door (as a customer, I’m thrilled to know that one of them is coming to me). Nearly
500 of these 3-D printers have been sold, and with every one, the community comes up with new uses
and new tools to make them even better. For example, a prototype head delivers a resolution of 0.2 mm.
Another head can hold a rotating cutter, turning the printer into a CNC router. (CNC is short for computer
numerical control, which simply means that the machines are driven by software.) And yet another can
print with icing, for desserts.

Out of the box, the MakerBot produces plastic parts from digital files. Want a certain gear right now?
Download a design and print it out yourself. Want to modify an object you already have? Scan it (a
researcher at the University of Cambridge has developed a technology that will allow you to create a 3-D
file by rotating the object in front of your webcam), tweak the bits you want to change with the free
SketchUp software from Google, and load it into the ReplicatorG app. Within minutes, you have a whole
new physical object: a rip, mix, and burn of atoms.

Other tools offer additional tricks. The $18,000 ShopBot PRSalpha can work door-sized pieces of wood.
Or buy a smaller kit for $1,500 at buildyourcnc.com. If metal is your material, try a CNC mill for around
$2,000. Or, if you’re more into electronics, use the free CadSoft Eagle software to create your own circuit
boards, then upload the file to have it fabbed in a few days at places like Advanced Circuits.

So, too, for CNC laser cutters, plasma cutters, water-jet cutters, and lathes. You can make anything from
fine jewelry to car chassis this way, and tens of thousands of people are doing just that. We’ve already
seen this DIY creation movement boom around such simple platforms as T-shirts and coffee mugs, then
expand into handcrafting at Etsy (which did about $200 million in sales last year). Now it’s moving to
more complex platforms — like 3-D models and plastic fabrication — and open source electronics
hardware like the pioneering Arduino project.

With the tools in place, the second part of this new industrial age is how manufacturing has been opened
up to individuals, letting them scale prototypes into full production runs. Over the past few years,
Chinese manufacturers have evolved to handle small orders more efficiently. This means that one-
person enterprises can get things made in a factory the way only big companies could before.

Two trends are driving this. First, there’s the maturation and increasing Web-centrism of business
practices in China. Now that the Web generation is entering management, Chinese factories increasingly
take orders online, communicate with customers by email, and accept payment by credit card or PayPal,
a consumer-friendly alternative to traditional bank transfers, letters of credit, and purchase orders. Plus,
the current economic crisis has driven companies to seek higher-margin custom orders to mitigate the
deflationary spiral of commodity goods.

For a lens into the new world of open-access factories in China, check out Alibaba .com, the largest
aggregator of the country’s manufacturers, products, and capabilities. Just search on the site (in
English), find some companies producing more or less what you’re looking to make, and then use instant
messaging to ask them if they can manufacture what you want. Alibaba’s IM can translate between
Chinese and English in real time, so each person can communicate using their native language.
Typically, responses come in minutes: We can’t make that; we can make that and here’s how to order it;
we already make something quite like that and here’s what it costs.

Alibaba’s chair, Jack Ma, calls this “C to B” — consumer to business. It’s a new avenue of trade and one
ideally suited for the micro-entrepreneur of the DIY movement. “If we can encourage companies to do
more small, cross-border transactions, the profits can be higher, because they are unique, non-
commodity goods,” Ma says. Since its founding in 1999, Alibaba has become a $12 billion company with
45 million registered users worldwide. Its $1.7 billion initial public offering on the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange in 2007 was the biggest tech debut since Google. Over the past three years, Ma says, more
than 1.1 million jobs have been created in China by companies doing ecommerce across Alibaba’s
platforms.

This trend is playing out in many countries, but it’s happening fastest in China. One reason is the same
cultural dynamism that led to the rise of shanzhai industries. The term shanzhai, which derives from the
Chinese word for bandit, usually refers to the thriving business of making knockoffs of electronic
products, or as Shanzai.com more generously puts it, “a vendor, who operates a business without
observing the traditional rules or practices often resulting in innovative and unusual products or business
models.” But those same vendors are increasingly driving the manufacturing side of the maker revolution
by being fast and flexible enough to work with micro-entrepreneurs. The rise of shanzhai business
practices “suggests a new approach to economic recovery as well, one based on small companies well

http://www.makerbot.com/
http://mi.eng.cam.ac.uk/~qp202/my_papers/BMVC09/
http://sketchup.google.com/
http://github.com/makerbot/ReplicatorG
http://www.shopbottools.com/prSalpha.htm
http://buildyourcnc.com/DesktopCNCMachineKitblueChick.aspx
http://www.cadsoftusa.com/freeware.htm
http://www.4pcb.com/
http://www.etsy.com/
http://press.etsy.com/press-kit.html
http://www.arduino.cc/
http://money.cnn.com/2007/11/05/markets/ipo/ali_baba_ipo/index.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shanzhai
http://www.shanzai.com/
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How to Build Your Dream
In the age of democratized industry, every garage is a potential
micro-factory, every citizen a potential micro-entrepreneur.
Here’s how to transform a great idea into a great product.

networked with each other,” observes Tom Igoe, a core developer of the open source Arduino computing
platform. “What happens when that approach hits the manufacturing world? We’re about to find out.”

Not long ago, all this was impossible. To see how it used to be back in the 20th century, watch the
movie Flash of Genius. The film, which is based on a true story, starts in the mid-1960s and tells the sad
tale of the invention of the intermittent windshield wiper. A lone inventor — college professor Bob Kearns
— tinkers in his basement until he finally creates a working prototype. Rather than sell the technology to
a big car company, Kearns decides he wants to build his own company and make the wiper himself.
Ford signs on to install Kearns’ wipers in one of its new models. That means he needs to build a factory.
He leases a huge warehouse and starts outfitting it with assembly lines, forklift loaders, and other heavy
equipment — a classic industrial-age scene.

As Kearns is getting close to firing up
his facility, Ford abruptly backs out of
the deal. With no revenue in sight,
the factory shuts down before
producing a single wiper.

Eighteen months later, Kearns is
walking home in the rain and sees a
brand new Ford Mustang turn the
corner. The windshield wiper
sweeps, then pauses, then sweeps
again. His brilliant idea has been
stolen. Kearns is ruined and will soon
go mad, thus the rest of the movie.
(The real-life Kearns eventually sued
Ford and Chrysler for patent
infringement and, after years of
litigation, won nearly $30 million.)

Today, Kearns would do it differently.
As before, he would have made the
first prototype in his basement. But
rather than building a factory, he
would have had the electronics
fabbed by one company and the
enclosure made by another. He then
would have paid a wiper
manufacturer in China to create a
custom assembly with these
components. They would have
shipped straight to his customers, the
car companies, and the whole
process would have happened in
months, not years — too fast for big
companies to beat him. No factory,
no lawsuits, no madness. He could
have fulfilled his dream of turning his
invention into a company without
tilting at windmills.

To see this model emerging in the
real world, you need only visit
TechShop, a chain of DIY
workspaces that offer access to
state-of-the-art prototyping tools for
around $100 a month.

On a recent afternoon at the facility in
Menlo Park, California, Michael
Pinneo, a successful former
executive in the synthetic-diamond
business, is machining a vapor-
deposition chamber for his newest approach to creating colorless diamonds. Over in the corner stands
the base of a rocket lander being developed by a team that’s competing in the Google Lunar X Prize. At
another table, Stephan Weiss, vice president of Interoptix, and one of his colleagues are assembling
circuit boards used to manage electricity grids. They’re doing 50-unit runs, which Weiss describes as
“too small for a factory but too big for your garage.” The devices carry the badge of ABB, a giant
engineering firm; the utility customers may never know that they were made by hand in a hackerspace.

1) INVENT Stop whining about the
dearth of cool products in the world
— dream up your own. Pro tip:
Check the US Patent and Trademark
Office Web site to ensure no one
else had the idea first.

2) DESIGN Use free tools like
Blender or Google’s SketchUp to
create a 3-D digital model of your
invention. Or download someone
else’s design and incorporate your
groundbreaking tweaks.

3) PROTOTYPE You don’t need to
be Geppetto to crank out a
prototype; desktop 3-D printers like
MakerBot are available for under
$1,000. Just upload a file and watch
the machine render your vision in
layered ABS plastic.

4) MANUFACTURE The
garage is fine for limited
production, but if you want to
go big, go global — outsource.
Factories in China are
standing by; sites like
Alibaba.com can help you find
the right partner.

5) SELL Market your product directly
to customers via an online store like
SparkFun — or set up your own
ecommerce outfit through a company
like Yahoo or Web Studio. Then haul
your golden goose to Maker Faire
and become the poster child for the
DIY industrial revolution.

http://www.tigoe.net/blog/category/environment/295/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1054588/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Kearns
http://techshop.ws/
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/michael-pinneo/7/717/5b9
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/michael-pinneo/7/717/5b9
http://www.interoptix.com/
http://www.alibaba.com/
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This is an incubator for the atoms age. When TechShop founder Jim Newton went looking for an
executive to run it, he quickly decided on Mark Hatch, a former Kinko’s executive. The analogy is apt: In
the same way that Kinko’s democratized printing and, in the process, created a national chain of service
bureaus, TechShop wants to democratize manufacturing. It now has two additional locations, in Durham,
North Carolina, and Beaverton, Oregon, and has plans for hundreds more. One of the spots being
considered is San Francisco, within the facilities of the much-shrunken San Francisco Chronicle. The
irony is delicious: the seeds of tomorrow’s industry growing in the ashes of yesterday’s.

Over lunch, Hatch reflects on the arc of manufacturing history. With the rise of the factory in the
industrial age, Karl Marx fretted that a tradesman could no longer afford the tools to ply his trade. The
economies of scale of industrial production crowded out the individual. Although the benefits of such
industrialization were lower prices and better products, the cost was homogeneity. Combined with big-
box retailers, the marketplace became increasingly dominated by the fruits of mass production: goods
designed for everyone, with the resulting limited diversity and choice that implies.

But today those tools of production are getting so cheap that they are once again within the reach of
many individuals. State-of-the-art milling machines that once cost $150,000 are now close to $4,000,
thanks to Chinese copies. Everybody’s garage is a potential high tech factory. Marx would be pleased.

Blogger Jason Kottke wrestled with what to call this new class of entrepreneurship, these cottage
industries with global reach targeting niche markets of distributed demand. “Boutique” is too pretentious,
and “indie” not quite right. He observed that others had suggested “craftsman, artisan, bespoke,
cloudless, studio, atelier, long tail, agile, bonsai company, mom and pop, small scale, specialty,
anatomic, big heart, GTD business, dojo, haus, temple, coterie, and disco business.” But none seemed
to capture the movement.

So he proposed “small batch,” a term most often applied to bourbon. In the spirits world, this implies
handcrafted care. But it can broadly refer to businesses focused more on the quality of their products
than the size of the market. They’d rather do something they were passionate about than go mass. And
these days, when anyone can get access to manufacturing and distribution, that is actually a viable
choice. Walmart, and all the compromise that comes with it, is no longer the only path to success.

For a final example of that, swing to the Seattle suburbs to meet Will Chapman of BrickArms. Out of a
small industrial space, BrickArms fills gaps in the Lego product line, going where the Danish toy giant
fears to tread: hardcore weaponry, from Lego-scale AK-47s to frag grenades that look like they came
straight out of Halo 3. The parts are more complex than the average Lego component, but they’re
manufactured to an equal quality and sold online to thousands of Lego fans, kids and adults, who want
to create cooler scenes than the standard kits allow.

Lego operates on an industrial scale, with a team of designers working in a highly secure campus in
Billund, Denmark. Engineers model prototypes and have them fabricated in dedicated machine shops.
Then, once they meet approval, they’re manufactured in large injection molding plants. Parts are created
for kits, and those kits have to be play-tested, priced for mass retail, and shipped and inventoried
months in advance of their sale at Target or Walmart. The only parts that make it out of this process are
those that will sell in the millions.

Chapman works at a different scale. He designs parts using SolidWorks 3-D software, which can create
a reverse image that’s used to produce a mold. He sends the file to his desktop CNC router, a Taig 2018
mill that costs less than $1,000, which grinds the mold halves out of aircraft-grade aluminum blocks.
Then he puts them in his hand-pressed injection molding machine, melts some resin beads, and pumps
them through. A few minutes later, he’s got a prototype to show to fans. If they like it, he gets a local
toolmaker to reproduce the mold out of steel and a US-based injection molding company to make
batches of a few thousand.

Why not have the parts made in China? He could, he says, but the result would be “molds that take
much longer to produce, with slow communication times and plastic that is subpar” (read: cheap).
Furthermore, he says, “if your molds are in China, who knows what happens to them when you’re not
using them? They could be run in secret to produce parts sold in secondary markets that you would not
even know existed.”

Chapman’s three sons package the parts, which he sells direct. Today, BrickArms also has resellers in
the UK, Australia, Sweden, Canada, and Germany. The business grew so big that in 2008 he left his 17-
year career as a software engineer; he now comfortably supports his family of five solely on Lego
weapon sales. “I bring in more revenue on a slow BrickArms day than I ever did working as a software
engineer.” Life is good.

In the mid-1930s, Ronald Coase, then a recent London School of Economics graduate, was musing
over what to many people might have seemed a silly question: Why do companies exist? Why do we
pledge our allegiance to an institution and gather in the same building to get things done? His answer: to
minimize “transaction costs.” When people share a purpose and have established roles, responsibilities,
and modes of communication, it’s easy to make things happen. You simply turn to the person in the next

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimnewton
http://twitter.com/markhatch
http://kottke.org/
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http://www.brickarms.com/toys/weapons.aspx
http://www.solidworks.com/
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cubicle and ask them to do their job.

But several years ago, Bill Joy, one of the cofounders of Sun Microsystems, revealed the flaw in Coase’s
model. “No matter who you are, most of the smartest people work for someone else,” he rightly
observed. Of course, that had always been true, but before, it hardly mattered if you were in Detroit and
someone better was in Dakar; you were here and they were there, and that was the end of it. But Joy’s
point was that this was changing. With the Internet, you didn’t have to settle for the next cubicle. You
could tap the best person out there, even if they were in Dakar.

Joy’s law turned Coase’s law upside down. Now, working within a company often imposes higher
transaction costs than running a project online. Why turn to the person who happens to be in the next
cubicle when it’s just as easy to turn to an online community member from a global marketplace of
talent? Companies are full of bureaucracy, procedures, and approval processes, a structure designed to
defend the integrity of the organization. Communities form around shared interests and needs and have
no more process than they require. The community exists for the project, not to support the company in
which the project resides.

Thus the new industrial organizational model. It’s built around small pieces, loosely joined. Companies
are small, virtual, and informal. Most participants are not employees. They form and re-form on the fly,
driven by ability and need rather than affiliation and obligation. It doesn’t matter who the best people
work for; if the project is interesting enough, the best people will find it.

Let me tell you my own story. Three years ago, out on a run, I started thinking about how cheap
gyroscope sensors were getting. What could you do with them? For starters, I realized, you could turn a
radio-controlled model airplane into an autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle, or drone. It turned out that
there were plenty of commercial autopilot units you could buy, all based on this principle, but the more I
looked into them, the worse they appeared. They were expensive ($800 to $5,000), hard to use, and
proprietary. It was clear that this was a market desperate for competition and democratization — Moore’s
law was at work, making all the components dirt cheap. The hardware for a good autopilot shouldn’t cost
more than $300, even including a healthy profit. Everything else was intellectual property, and it seemed
the time had come to open that up, trading high margins for open innovation.

To pursue this project, I started DIY Drones, a community site, and found and began working with some
kindred spirits, led by Jordi Muñoz, then a 21-year-old high school graduate from Mexico living in
Riverside, California. Muñoz was self-taught — with world-class skills in embedded electronics and
aeronautics. Jordi turned me on to Arduino, and together we designed an autonomous blimp controller
and then an aircraft autopilot board.

We designed the boards the way all electronics tinkerers do, with parts bought from online shops, wired
together on prototyping breadboards. Once it worked on the breadboard, we laid out the schematic
diagrams with CadSoft Eagle and started designing it as a custom printed circuit board (PCB). Each time
we had a design that looked good onscreen, we’d upload it to a commercial PCB fab, and a couple of
weeks later, samples would arrive at our door. We’d solder on the components, try them out, and then
fix our errors and otherwise make improvements for the next version.

Eventually, we had a design we were happy with. How to commercialize it? We could do it ourselves,
getting our PCB fab house to solder on the components, too, but we thought it might be better to partner
with a retailer. The one that seemed culturally matched was SparkFun, which designs, makes, and sells
electronics for the growing open source hardware community.

The SparkFun operation is in a newish two-story building in an office park outside Boulder, Colorado.
The first floor is larger than three basketball courts, with racks of circuit boards waiting to be sold,
packed, and shipped on one side and some machines attended by a few technicians on the other. The
first two machines are pick-and-place robots, which are available used for less than $5,000. They
position tiny electronic components in exactly the right spot on a PCB. Once each batch of boards is
done, technicians place them on a conveyor belt that goes into another machine, which is basically just a
heater. Called a reflow oven, it cements the parts into place, essentially accomplishing what a worker
could do with a soldering iron but with unmatched precision and speed.

The PCBs arrive from SparkFun’s partner firm in China, which makes millions of them using automated
etching, drilling, and cutting machines. At volume, they cost a few cents each.

That’s it. With these elements you can make the basics of everything from a cell phone to a robot
(structural elements, such as the case, can be made in low volume with a CNC machine or injection-
molded if you need to do it cheaper at higher volume). You can sell these components as kits or find
some college students on craigslist to spend a weekend assembling them for you. (I conscript my kids to
assemble our blimps. They rotate roles, coveting the quality assurance task where they check the others’
work.)

SparkFun makes, stocks, and sells our autopilot and a few other products that we designed; we get to
spend our time working on R&D and bear no inventory risk. Some products we wanted to make were too
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time-intensive for SparkFun, so we made them ourselves. Now, in a rented Los Angeles garage, we
have our own mini SparkFun. Rather than a pick-and-place robot, we have a kid with sharp eyes and a
steady hand, and for a reflow oven we use what is basically a modified toaster oven. We can do scores
of boards per day this way; when demand outstrips production, we’ll upgrade to a small pick-and-place
robot.

Every day our Web site takes orders and prints out the shipping labels. Muñoz or one of his workers
heat-seals the products in protective electrostatic bags and puts them in shipping envelopes. The retail
day ends at 3:30 pm with a run to the post office and UPS to send everything off. In our first year, we’ll
do about $250,000 in revenue, with demand rising fast and a lot of products in the pipeline. With luck,
we’ll be a million-dollar business by the third year, which would put us solidly in the ranks of millions of
similarly successful US companies. We are just a tiny gear in the economic engine driving the US — on
the face of it, this doesn’t seem like a world- changing economic model.

But the difference between this kind of small business and the dry cleaners and corner shops that make
up the majority of micro-enterprise in the country is that we’re global and high tech. Two-thirds of our
sales come from outside the US, and our products compete at the low end with defense contractors like
Lockheed Martin and Boeing. Although we don’t employ many people or make much money, our basic
model is to lower the cost of technology by a factor of 10 (mostly by not charging for intellectual
property). The effect is felt primarily by consumers; when you take an order of magnitude out of pricing in
any market, you can radically reshape it, bringing in more and different customers. Lowering costs is a
way to democratize technology, too.

Although it’s shrinking, America’s manufacturing economy is still the world’s largest. But China’s growing
production sector is predicted to take the number one spot in 2015, according to IHS Global Insight, an
economic-forecasting firm. Not all US manufacturing is shrinking, however — just the large part. A Pease
Group survey of small manufacturers (less than $25 million in annual sales) shows that most expect to
grow this year, many by double digits. Indeed, analysts expect almost all new manufacturing jobs in the
US will come from small companies. Ones just like ours.

How big can these small enterprises get? Most of the companies I’ve described sell thousands of units
— 10,000 is considered a breakout success. But one that has graduated to the big leagues is Aliph,
which makes the Jawbone noise-canceling wireless headsets. Aliph was founded in 1999 by two
Stanford graduates, Alex Asseily and Hosain Rahman, and it now sells millions of headsets each year.
But it has no factories. It outsources all of its production. And though more than a thousand people help
to create Jawbone headsets, Aliph has just over 80 employees. Everyone else works for its production
partners. It’s the ultimate virtual manufacturing company: Aliph makes bits and its partners make atoms,
and together they can take on Sony.

Welcome to the next Industrial Revolution.

Chris Anderson (canderson@wired.com) is editor in chief of Wired.
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Posted by: thammerlund | 01/25/10 | 9:51 pm |

The Rally Fighter looks like it would fit in nicely in a Batman movie. That’s a cool car.

Posted by: B17 | 01/25/10 | 10:05 pm |

“As Cory Doctorow puts it in his new book, Makers, “The days of companies with names like ‘General
Electric’ and ‘General Mills’ and ‘General Motors’ are over.”

Oh look, everyone. Doctorow is making another bombastic, over the top statement that journalists love
to eat-up. Seriously, that guy has a fetish for the idea of the lone creator. Nevermind the fact that the
article states earlier: “It’s a niche vehicle; it won’t compete with the major automakers”. Then again,
maybe I should get into the business of garnering fame and fortune by making over-the-top predictions
that won’t come true. It’s worked pretty well for Cory Doctorow.

Posted by: hollasch | 01/26/10 | 2:34 am |

“if your molds are in China, who knows what happens to them when you’re not using them? They could
be run in secret to produce parts sold in secondary markets that you would not even know existed.”

This is how “small batch” operations canibalize other “small batch” operations. In the case above, the
issue was custom parts interchangeable with Lego. However, if someone can 3D scan these parts and
then churn out thousands of copies, then we’re back to the question of how we’re going to handle IP in
the coming century. Barriers to copying are going through the floor (hence this article), which means
that it’s becoming more and more difficult to claim the rewards of your invention.

Perhaps in the end this will all just work out, but I wonder if the IP question will yield further surprises
for the way we think about invention, creation, enterprise and business.

http://ad.doubleclick.net/activity;src%3D666472%3Bmet%3D1%3Bv%3D1%3Bpid%3D50308533%3Baid%3D226165274%3Bko%3D5%3Bcid%3D37612215%3Brid%3D37630093%3Brv%3D3%3Bcs%3Di%3Beid1%3D360208%3Becn1%3D1%3Betm1%3D0%3B_dc_redir%3Durl%3fhttp://ad.doubleclick.net/click%3Bh%3Dv8/3a13/3/0/%2a/n%3B226165274%3B3-0%3B5%3B50308533%3B4307-300/250%3B37612215/37630093/3%3B%3B%7Eaopt%3D0/ff/51/ff%3B%7Efdr%3D227059995%3B0-0%3B1%3B41534928%3B4307-300/250%3B37636549/37654427/1%3B%3B%7Eaopt%3D2/1/51/0%3B%7Esscs%3D%3fhttp://www.amex.com
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Posted by: madaerodog | 01/26/10 | 4:48 am |

Open source hardware and the age of the people building and innovating is upon us!

Tony Stark is not just a fictional character it could be YOU!

Join the revolution!

http://harkopen.com – open source hardware community

Posted by: JohanEklund | 01/26/10 | 6:32 am |

@hollasch: You make a good point about intellectual property. Like you, I don’t know what the future
will show, but here’s my idealistic vision on a abstract level:

Basically, nobody is loosing manufacturing power. On the contrary, this article was written because
everyone is getting more able to produce and reproduce things. The democratization of manufacturing.
And the importent aspect is that this happens parallel to the existing “classic” manufacturing powers;
the overall powers of manufacturing are increasing!

In a world where manufacturing was radically democratized (i.e everybody had the power to make
complex things) intellectual property has the potential to be free. In fact, value would be added to the
system with every use, either by crediting the person who gave you free IP or paying the person how
gave you IP.

But (as you point out) this is not the current situation. The BrickArms guy is threatened by other’s
power to manufacture.

My water fosset is broken. Water is slowly leaking out on my kitchen table as I write this.

In a world where manufacturing was radically democratized, I would (a) search the Internet for a fosset-
blueprint I could brun for free and credit the “author” on Twitter, or (b) I would outsource a design for a
custom fosset and pay the designer. In both instances both value and power is increased.

As I see it, we’re in an transit-stage where questions and problems with democratization of
manufacturing are abundant. But there is no question about, the new change and “horizontalisation” of
production powers.

Posted by: btennessen | 01/26/10 | 9:11 am |

Nice article, a bit inspiring too.

Posted by: jluciani | 01/26/10 | 11:43 am |

“Open Hardware” comes in various degrees of openness.

For example in the test equipment market top tier manufacturers like
Hewlett Packard and LTX provide complete printed schematics, board
layout drawings and a bill of materials. This design information
enables the user to understand the equipment limitations and
troubleshoot application issues. The printed manuals have a copyright
but the design is open.

Slightly more open would be a design that provides printed
documentation along with the manufacturing data files. Although you
won’t be able to create new data files without the source files you
can still manufacture identical copies.

Having the source files enables modification of the original design
without having to re-create the design files. But having the design
files does not make the design completely open. Design files that
require a $10K per seat EDA license are effectively closed.

As an example of a completely open electronic design
using the gEDA/PCB open source EDA tools I did a re-mix of the
Drawdio design by ladyada. The ladyada design was a re-mix
of a design done by Jay Silver (MIT Media Lab). The documentation
and EDA files for my remix are at http://tinyurl.com/bq8pq4

http://harkopen.com/
http://tinyurl.com/bq8pq4
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Thanks to Jay for this fun and creative design. Thanks to ladyada for
her excellent documentation.

(* jcl *)

Posted by: seifert | 01/26/10 | 2:23 pm |

We always look for this publication each month. Now looking for a copy of “Live Smarter,live longer”
from the “Decision Tree” by Thomas Goetz on pp 94 of the February 2010 issue Could I please have a
copy? Thank you.Vern Seifert

Posted by: Cubespawn | 01/26/10 | 3:03 pm |

This new ability to bypass the industrial behemoths organizationally can be applied to products that will
accelerate the spread and development of resources for manufacturing.

This will insure that we don’t end up turning this revolution into a hobby for people with a surplus of
resources, but instead turn the concept to the task of universally creating a surplus of resources for
everyone.
my modest effort toward that goal can be found here http://www.cubespawn.com

Posted by: corneelb | 01/26/10 | 3:10 pm |

I’ve been on this but can’t seem to make fellow people believe. I am an architect and wanted to built
the 3D studio max theapot house sized for a pavilion using only CNC cut wood sheets and plastic
bindings you find in every store. They (my fellow pavillion builders) said it was to ordinary, and I could
not make them see it as an omen of the future like I did.
To bad.
I might do it by myself however.

Posted by: blozout | 01/26/10 | 4:02 pm |

FYI: This article is getting ripped to shreads by Gizmodo.com right now. Ouch.

Posted by: blozout | 01/26/10 | 4:57 pm |

Here’s the link: http://gizmodo.com/5457461/atoms-are-not-bits-wired-is-not-a-business-magazine

Posted by: QuantumState | 01/26/10 | 5:00 pm |

I’m sorry guys. Not to knock on the concept, but the Rally Fighter is horrible. Remingds me of a near-
exact replica of the ‘82 AMC Eagle! Have a look, the similarity is somewhat striking.

http://www.amceaglenest.com/images/137783150ByfMat_ph.jpg

This raised-up offroad sport coup look is just flat out hideous. Maybe for cruisin the trailer park, with a
cig hangin from the lips, sportin a 2 month old mullet, and a can o malt in yer hand. Good luck starting
out with that design guys.

Posted by: Gelatinous | 01/26/10 | 11:32 pm |

Chris Anderson, why are you so gleeful (and persistent) in your drive to the total elimination of the
middle class? Is that really what you want? A world full of grunts who make worthless crap “designed”
by over-educated, tech-savvy, workaholic entrepreneurs? Did you forget that people need to be able to
BUY your garbage (oh wait, that’s right, it’s all going to be FREE)? Who exactly is going to PAY for
stuff in your slaves-and-masters economy?

Youtube, blogging, and all the other Web 2.0 horse manure has made a lot of money for a tiny elite.
Don’t expect this manufacturing “paradigm shift” to do anything different. DO expect it to leave

http://www.cubespawn.com/
http://gizmodo.com/5457461/atoms-are-not-bits-wired-is-not-a-business-magazine
http://www.amceaglenest.com/images/137783150ByfMat_ph.jpg
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thousands (maybe millions) jobless or not even scraping by, working ungodly hours for less than
minimum wage in chemically toxic sweatshops.

Welcome to the next “The Jungle”, brought to you by the technocrats’ “next Industrial Revolution”.

Posted by: redschool | 01/27/10 | 10:09 am |

Great! – The next industrial revolution is to send the manufacturing to China?

Posted by: donnie1967 | 01/27/10 | 5:33 pm |

Very interesting article, all except for the part about encouraging *more* production to be done in
China, via alibaba.

Posted by: jealous1175 | 01/27/10 | 10:04 pm |

The story about the man and the intermittent windshield wipers is an interesting story and makes the
point, but in reality the invention would have been stolen anyway and perhaps quicker no matter how
quickly the inventor could have got it to market because this manufacturing is all happening in China
with its weak to non existent intellectual property laws/enforcement. What is protecting the inventors in
this article is shown in the Lego example. The market cannot be too big or it will be stolen, or too small
as no one will buy the product. The market you are discussing has to be a medium market, not worth
mass producing but worth it for a small entrepreneur.

Posted by: provadance | 02/1/10 | 7:19 am |

The car appears to have a very high CG. I would be concerned about rollover.

Posted by: AlexandraLR | 02/1/10 | 11:41 pm |

As I see it, the “new industrial revolution” will mean the end of the middle class and corporate
creativity. It will no longer be necessary to employ creative people to design for large companies. Why
pay, when you can get it for free?

Kearns was initially robbed of his invention. He eventually got his due. He proved the design to be his.
Kearns had an idea, was hired for its use and (eventually) got paid.

Hop into your Delorean and travel forward a decade or two. Welcome to the “new industrial revolution”.
How do you prove that a design is yours? If you are outsourcing production how do you protect your
design? Had Kearns done it all in his basement today, who is to say the producer didn’t make an extra
copy or two or his e-mail got hacked.

As the boundaries of production are blown open, gaping holes are left in their stead. The people who
pay $100 a month work. They are buying into something now that will lead to the eventual decline of
their ability to participate. Once you remove the participants you also remove the demand. With no
demand there can be no supply. It’s a vicious cycle to destruction.

And that is the point of it all. To revamp the way we think. Change our perceptions and see only the
possibility. I am an optimistic skeptic. Though I see value and importance, and know it can not be
stopped, we need to be more thoughtful.

We are suffering from the decisions of the ‘first” industrial revolution right now. How or what can we do
to ensure we don’t destroy what we have but overhaul the system to effectively incorporate the new
with the old.

Posted by: contestikal | 02/3/10 | 4:20 pm |

Love the story…thanks Chris. I’m really into the crowdsourcing space and believe it’s the future of
many organizations that want to keep their customers. I’m currently working on Contestikal.com a
marketplace that allows individuals and businesses to create online contests using the crowdsourced
concept….one of the coolest things it’s that can be done in any category and users can award any
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prize.

Would love to hear more stories like this. I thing goes in hand with FREEMIUM models. Love your
book!

Posted by: prairiemystic | 02/5/10 | 2:28 am |

I have to agree with Gizmodo rippin’ this article.
It’s not so simple to invent/manufacture anything. Getting safety testing and regulatory approvals is a
huge burden on any startup in terms of cost and time. Is this car crash/rollover/safety tested? While
Henry Ford could make a car and put it on the road, today there is so much overhead required
testing/liability/litigation (routine for dinosaur corporations) that inhibit products from getting off the
ground. Creative juices can do well with CNC/CAM but I think that’s as far as this magazine dream
goes.

Posted by: ofer | 02/8/10 | 1:53 pm |

Check out 3D printing by Objet – http://www.objet.com – the highest accuracy for 3D printing and only
multi-material 3D printing.

Posted by: apergolotti | 02/8/10 | 3:13 pm |

Start thinking local for heaven’s sake! Let’s use this opportunity to create jobs in the US. Look around
your town – I bet there are enough folks out of work with machining/ assembly skills dieing for work that
could build your product by forming some type of coop, share tools, invest, grow, etc? Would spread
the risk and allow you to make your money and move on to the next fad… but at least leave something
tangible for folks that don’t have the skills you do. You just promoted another wave of outsourcing that
will kill more American jobs.

Posted by: Inland_Northwest | 02/9/10 | 4:32 pm |

Ship my designs to China? Are you kidding? Talk to any product manager or product designer out
there and hear an earful about their designs being knocked-off by Chinese companies within weeks of
being viewed at *any tradeshow in the world.

Posted by: intrastructures | 02/10/10 | 5:15 am |

In reaction to this article I would like to introduce http://openstructures.net

The OpenStructures experiment not only focuses on new ways of production but also looks at the
facilitation of re-use and co-creation by proposing one common geometrical grid from which all
components are designed.

This will allow all users of the system to design compatible parts and components independently from
each other .. much like a collaborative Meccano to which everybody who wants can add their own
‘homegrown’ parts, hereby largely enhancing the overall flexibility of the resulting objects (the ability to
grow, shrink or adapt over time) and generating patchworked structures (objects that were partly
designed by big companies but adapted by you and me) rather than corporate monoliths ..

Posted by: chaz81 | 02/10/10 | 9:45 pm |

Once again Anderson summarizes a current trend and writes it up breathlessly as if it will become the
new norm. If you have looked through this magazine or observed the coverage of Make magazine you
will notice that this idea is not that new. Similar to The Long Tail and Free, Anderson is simply taking
current ideas and trying to report them as groundbreaking and nascent. Although one could say that
this is the point of reporting, it would be good to see Anderson push the envelope every now and then.

Posted by: debbieg | 02/13/10 | 12:16 pm |

http://www.objet.com/
http://openstructures.net/
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I think Anderson has written a great article here: at least it provokes much thought. I agree (with @B17)
that Doctorow’s statement is bombastic, the “revolution” isn’t going to happen in a day. And there is
something to Gizmodo’s claim (in its rebuttal article http://bit.ly/bdMiFg) that at least some of what
Anderson describes is just “old fashioned” outsourcing.

But the possibilities of open source hardware and the fact that prototyping machines, ie “printers” are
looking more like “mini-factories” gives this revolution arms, as it were. On hypios, an online problem
solving platform, i’ve written about a lot of these same issues.

for the “debate between anderson @wired and joel johnson @ gizmondo see:
http://bit.ly/b3gQNt

and i have written about how open source hardware and prototyping could outstrip efforts at closed
design shops (like Apple) here:
http://bit.ly/bN0zUy

Posted by: lsfloro | 02/13/10 | 1:00 pm |

Another great article by Chris Anderson. As a former machinist and machine shop manager it is
satisfying to see the democratization of manufacturing. Local Motors is letting people design and build
their own transportation instead of letting the giant auto companies dictate our tastes. This is just the
very tip of the iceberg. Business will be capable of booming both locally and globally.

Posted by: protogregg | 02/15/10 | 4:35 am |

Thank you for repeatedly pushing people to send their R&D work to China. I bet every laid off
modelmaker in the SV loves to read your step by step instructions on how to not have prototype work
done here in the states. I hope every jack@ss who sends their ideas overseas for model and/or
engineering development work gets thei IP jacked, serves them right. It is not difficult by any means to
look up multiple sources here in the valley for cheap prototype and tooling work. Or are you just that
freaking lazy that you want Alibaba to do all of the work for you.
I bet you could ask Flextronics nicely and they could find an offshore editor-in-chief who would work a
heck of a lot cheaper and wasn’t so full of his own “brilliant” insights as to not see the reality of what is
going on around him.

Posted by: RedEyeTim | 02/15/10 | 3:16 pm |

Well, it’s very evident that our industry hasn’t crossed over into main stream media yet. We’ve been
running a Direct Digital Manufacturing factory for over 5 years now, right here in the good ole U.S. of A.
RedEye On Demand a business unit of Stratasys, inc. houses over 100 Additive Manufacturing
machines. Also called 3D Printing because that’s often easier to explain. But we’ve been having a lot of
success with our customers utilizing us for low-volume production either as a bridge to tooling or even
in lieu of tooling because they only need 1000 or less.

The technology used for this extrudes real production-grade thermoplastics layer by layer. With our
capacity and size of systems we can do anything from the large complex prototype to the low-volume
pre-manufacturing run.

Find out more here, and check out the image showing just a part of our factory floor:
http://www.redeyeondemand.com/DirectDigitalManufacturing.aspx

Check out our case studies and the ones on http://www.stratasys.com/ to see how customers have
been using parts for real end-use applications.

Posted by: cmilioti | 02/21/10 | 5:59 pm |

@ apergolotti (02/8/10) and Inland_Northwest (02/9/10)

The article is quite thought-provoking. The main point — to me, at least — is about positive disruption
and leveling the playing field.

I could not agree more with apergolotti about thinking locally and I submit that the ideas presented in
the article can enable that in spades.

http://bit.ly/bdMiFg)
http://bit.ly/b3gQNt
http://bit.ly/bN0zUy
http://www.redeyeondemand.com/DirectDigitalManufacturing.aspx
http://www.stratasys.com/
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And to Inland_Northwest’s point, it is a shame Anderson elected to emphasize the China angle. To me,
those suggestions totally fly in the face of the best of his ideas presented here — to build a new
domestic economy where local talent — scaled nationally even, but US nonetheless — can be unified
and help each other.

China should indeed scare us to no end. Ask any manufacturer of commodity goods.

Barring that dark road, this article certainly renewed some fragment of optimism in me regarding an
American manufacturing future.

Posted by: dirkloop | 02/23/10 | 8:49 am |

From the text: ” … Today, Kearns would do it differently. As before, he would have made the first
prototype in his basement. But rather than building a factory, he would have had the electronics fabbed
by one company and the enclosure made by another. He then would have paid a wiper manufacturer in
China to create a custom assembly with these components …”

I disagree. Kearns would have hired a large number of patent attorneys checking if he would infridge
any other patent with his wiper. After making license deals with every holder of a potentially infridged
patent, he would have offered his wiper to a manufacturer, who would steal his idea. Next, Kearns
would have offered his patent at an ICAP Ocean Tomo Auction and sold it to a patent troll, who would
have started a trial against the manufacturer.

Posted by: jhibbets | 03/1/10 | 4:29 pm |

Just wanted to let you know I referenced your article over at opensource.com: Acceleration for open
source cars? | http://bit.ly/995LfT

Regards,
Jason Hibbets

Posted by: SocMfgEng | 03/2/10 | 10:56 am |

Want to learn more about additive manufacturing and 3D Imaging? Check out the RAPID 2010 and 3D
Imaging Conference, at the Disneyland Hotel, May 18-20, 2010. https://www.sme.org/rapid

Posted by: DavidRogers | 03/4/10 | 12:57 am |

If you are in NYC, Bre Pettis (featured here) will be presenting the Makerbot and talking about DIY and
open source hardware at the BRITE ‘10 conference at Columbia Business School, March 31-April 1.
http://www.briteconference.com

Posted by: torchmonkey | 03/20/10 | 4:21 am |

I enjoyed the article very much, however, slightly annoyed the article inmbues the concept of the
“backyard engineer” in the past were mere tinkerers and a few good ideas have evolved from this
subculture. Wrong!! we’ve been doing more than tinkering we’ve been developing, inventing, R&D(ing).
But the typical arrogant notion “oh since circuit boards and computer technology is involved, the garage
is new breeding ground for technilogical advancement”. Us “tinkerers” have been using the internet as
a tool for research & networking for years. But once the tech geeks stopped using the internet for
porno & games, and realizing it is a viable tool, they come up with a “brilliant notion” of developing
“networking”. I have been using oversea production companies for the last 10 years to mass produce
my prototypes. You are now starting to realize this is taking place? This so-called “revolution” has been
going on for awhile, I guess it had to take somebody to step away from the cubicle long enough to
figure this out. Kudos, though, for the ones who did, because I am impressed with some of the
technology that is becoming available.

Posted by: saf001 | 03/20/10 | 8:19 am |

Puts Detroit to shame!?? Comparing a kit car to Federally certified vehicle is like comparing rocks to

http://bit.ly/995LfT
https://www.sme.org/rapid
http://www.briteconference.com/
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apples. I suggest Chris take a look at the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (only a subset of
what Detroit must pass to sell a car in the US) before he make such incredibly uneducated comments.

Passing oneself off as an “expert” and bashing something that you obviously know nothing about
doesn’t add anything to this article, except possibly reinforcing the argument that journalist are
entertainers and nothing more.

Posted by: RemyC | 03/22/10 | 11:21 am |

Maybe LEGO had GOOD REASONS not to make weapons… Ever thought about that? How a scientist
or an inventor may want to control his creation so people don’t use it to kill each other with it? Is that
too much to ask, or is human nature so creepy and flawed, that no matter what, we will self-destruct?
Not surprised consider Wired also supports the nuclear renaissance. I wonder if the UK edition supports
such warmongering politics!

Posted by: rss | 04/4/10 | 10:05 am |

“Eco-efficiency,” the current industrial buzzword, will neither save the environment nor foster ingenuity
and productivity, the authors say. They propose a new approach that aims to solve rather than alleviate
the problems that industry makes http://www.sikisonline.com

Posted by: masad | 06/21/10 | 3:25 am |

Action Handling Equipment Ltd is one of the most trusted names in the UK when it comes to material
handling equipment, lifting equipment, office supplies, industrial weighing equipment, packaging and
warehouse equipment.

lifting equipment
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